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ACCESSIBILITY AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: EXPLORING BARRIERS TO ACCESS ON NEWS WEBSITES FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE d/DEAF OR HARD OF HEARING

Genevieve Conti

Dr. Keith Greenwood, Thesis Supervisor

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research is to identify barriers to accessing online news for people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing. Drawing from social responsibility theory, this research also seeks to understand the idea that media should provide content that allows citizens to be informed by exploring how participants believe accessibility barriers on news websites affect their ability to consume news.

Looking to critical disability theory, which emphasizes seeking input from oppressed groups about their own oppression, the study used observation and semi-structured interviews with nine mid-Missouri residents who have hearing loss. Common barriers were identified, including a lack of text alternatives accompanying videos, insufficient captions, unlabeled content, auto-playing videos, background noise and issues with volume. The degree to which these barriers affected respondents depended on the severity and type of their hearing loss.

Findings suggest barriers encountered affect the ability of people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing to access news, and that they might not be fully aware of how or how much it affects them. These findings point to the idea that media should more directly consider the needs of people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing when developing news websites and web content, by seeking to understand the many ways in which hearing loss can affect website usability.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Americans are accessing news online more than ever before (American Press Institute, 2014), with one in four in the people in the U.S. getting news online in 2016 (Pew Research Center, 2016). People in the U.S. are now more likely to use a digital device rather than television to access news about topics such as science, technology, health, art, culture and lifestyle topics (American Press Institute, 2014). More than a third of U.S. adults watched news videos online in 2012 (Pew Research Center, 2012). In 2016, 46 percent of U.S. adults preferred to watch news rather than read it (35 percent) or listen to it (17 percent) (Pew Research Center, 2016).

Although video and multimedia are featured prominently on news sites, accessing them can be a challenge for people with hearing impairments. A 2011 study estimated that in the United States nearly one in five people 12 years or older has either unilateral (affecting one ear) or bilateral (affecting both ears) hearing loss (Lin, Niparko & Ferrucci, 2011). And yet, the limited research that has been done on the accessibility of online news shows that both local and national news outlets have inaccessible web content and that news organizations are failing to address basic “low-hanging fruit” accessibility barriers (Stewart, 2014, p. 56).

This study will focus specifically on individuals who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing. There is an important difference between lowercase “deaf” and uppercase “Deaf,” as explained by Padden and Humphries (1988): “We use the lowercase deaf when referring to the audiological condition of not hearing, and the uppercase Deaf when referring to a particular group of deaf people who share a language — American Sign Language (ASL)
— and a culture” (p. 2). The lowercase “deaf” can also refer to someone who lost some or all of their hearing later in life and does not identify with Deaf community or culture as their primary experience (Ladd, 2003). Hearing loss can be mild, moderate or profound (deafness) (WebAIM: Types of Auditory Disabilities, 2013). Sometimes, people with hearing loss will use assistive devices such as hearing aids, which amplify sounds, or cochlear implants, which stimulate the auditory nerve to give someone with more severe hearing loss a sense of sound (National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders, 2017).

On the web, users should be able to perceive information with at least one of their senses (i.e. sight or hearing) (Peters & Bradbard, 2010). However, for people with hearing loss, there can be barriers that prevent or hinder them from perceiving content. For example, if people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing can’t perceive audio, they will have difficulty consuming audio-only content. Offering the audio content in an alternative text format, such as a transcript, would provide another option by which someone could perceive the content (WebAIM: Types of Auditory Disabilities, 2013). For many videos, perceiving the information presented requires knowing what the audio is conveying. If the audio portion of a video isn’t perceivable for someone, they could have an incomplete understanding of the information. Alternative text such as captions would help make the audio perceivable in another way.

Because this study focuses on access to news, it’s important to discuss the role of news organizations in web accessibility. Journalism is fundamental to democracy because it provides access to common language and knowledge and helps create a free and open marketplace of ideas (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2014; Davis, 2003; Stewart, 2014). The
Commission on the Freedom of the Press outlined specific requirements for the responsibilities of the press to society, including “full access to the day’s intelligence” (Siebert et al., 1963, p. 91). One of the functions of the press outlined under social responsibility theory is “enlightening the public so as to make it capable of self-government” (Siebert, Peterson & Schramm, 1963, p. 74). Peterson wrote that as the idea of social responsibility of the press evolved, members of the media “contended that the public has a right of access to information, had a basic right to be informed, and that the press was the agent of the public in breaking down barriers to the free flow of news” (1963, p. 91). If citizens with disabilities can’t fully access news and information, they will arguably be at a disadvantage to participate in society. The responsibility of the press to serve the public is not a new concept. As technology presents new ways to provide information to the masses, media organizations should adapt to the current environment if they want to act socially responsibly.

This research seeks to identify barriers to accessing online news for people with hearing loss and explore the degree to which d/Dhh users think the barriers affect their ability to be informed citizens. During this research, looking to this population for guidance about their own needs and preferences was crucial, taking into account critical disability theory, derived from critical theory (Adam & Kreps, 2009). Critical disability theory suggests that the key to the emancipation of oppressed groups is to consult the groups themselves rather than people of privilege attempting to solve the groups’ problems without input (Adam & Kreps, 2009). By looking to d/Dhh individuals to better understand their needs on the web and the barriers they encounter, the field of journalism and mass
media could be better positioned to serve users with disabilities and fulfill their responsibility to provide a free flow of information to all citizens.

It’s important to note the controversy around whether deafness is a disability because many people who identify as Deaf do not consider it to be one (Paul, 2015). Historically, the term is only tolerated because it’s attached to concepts of access and civil rights (Padden & Humphries, 1988), despite the fact that many in the Deaf community choose to view deafness as a unique attribute such as hair color or height (Mckee, Schlehofer, and Thew, 2013). The researcher recognizes that “disability” is not a term many people in the Deaf community primarily identify with and will use “d/Deaf or hard of hearing” or “d/Dhh individuals” as primary identifiers, using the term “disability” only when discussing the concepts of disability and social exclusion.

The following chapters will set the foundation and method of the study before reporting results. Chapter 2 will outline critical disability theory as well as social responsibility of the press. The chapter will examine relevant literature to both theory areas as well as research related to web accessibility and will draw on the theory and research to propose specific research questions. Chapter 3 will explain the methodology used for this study, including sampling methods, data collection, how data was analyzed and the steps takes to ensure validity and reliability. Chapter 4 will discuss the study’s findings as they relate to the research questions, outlining the barriers participants encountered and discussed during interviews and observation as well as the degree to which participants felt they were informed. Chapter 5 is a discussion of the findings, and, given the findings, it includes reasons the media might be motivated to prioritize accessible web content for
d/Dhh users and the potential benefits media organizations could experience in doing so.

The discussion will also cover limitations of the study and areas for further research.
Critical Disability Theory

Disability studies are truly multidisciplinary, and they reach across social sciences, applied sciences and medicine, with research on accessibility barriers in areas such as education, employment, transportation and many others (Meekosha & Shuttleworth, 2009; Reaume, 2014). In the area of web accessibility, Pascual et al. (2015) define the term “barrier” as “any condition that makes it difficult for people with disabilities or special needs to achieve a goal while they are browsing a website, even if they use the appropriate assistive technology” (p. 234).

Critical disability studies emerged from 1970s disability activism (Reaume, 2014) to become “a social, political and intellectual re-evaluation of explanatory paradigms used to understand the lived experience of disabled people and potential ways forward for social, political and economic change” (Meekosha & Shuttleworth, 2009). This approach counters previous models including the charity and medical models of disability, which Adam & Kreps (2006) argue masked the “lived experience of disability” (2006, p. 204). These models view disability as a problem, misfortune or tragedy individuals face because their bodies are “wrong” (Clare, 2001, p. 360).

The charity model operates around the goal of reducing or “curing” disabilities as conditions through generous giving (Clare, 2001), providing services to people who have disabilities without truly understanding the underlying reasons for their social exclusion (Reaume, 2014). Clare (2001) uses the example of Jerry Lewis and his annual Labor Day telethon to raise money for the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA): “He raises money
by playing to pity and promising to find a cure. This money does not fund wheelchairs, ramps, or lift bars, nor lawyers to file disability discrimination lawsuits, but research for a cure, for a repair of bodies seen as broken, for an end to disability” (p. 360). Rather, Clare (2001) argues, it is ableism that needs to be addressed, including factors such as the oppression of people with disabilities, barriers to access, substandard education and lower rates of employment.

The medical model treats deafness as a medical diagnosis and measures hearing impairment according to how severe hearing loss is. For example, a person who only hears sounds louder than 21 to 40 decibels (dB) would be considered to have mild hearing loss, a person who can hear sounds louder than 40 to 69 dB would be considered to have moderate hearing loss, someone who can only hear sounds above 71 to 90 dB would be considered to have severe hearing loss, and someone with profound hearing loss (deafness) would not be able to hear sounds below 90 dB (Pascual, Ribera & Granollers, 2015). The medical model of disability focuses on impairment as a loss belonging to the individual, where any deficiency or discrepancy because of that loss is seen as attributed to the person (Adam & Kreps, 2006). Essentially, if someone is deaf, it would be their deafness that causes them to encounter barriers rather than “the material and social conditions of ableism” (Clare, 2001, p. 360). If someone in a wheelchair encountered stairs, the medical model would attribute that barrier to their need for a wheelchair rather than the lack of a ramp or elevator (Clare, 2001). In the same way, the medical model might attribute the inability to understand video content to someone’s deafness rather than a lack of text alternative such as captions accompanying the video.
Influenced by critical theory, critical disability theory is a framework for studying issues related to disability that pushes for an account of lived experiences of oppression from the people who lived those experiences, rather than looking at those experiences from the top down (Hosking, 2008; Adam & Kreps, 2006; Devlin & Pothier, 2006). At its core, critical theory is about questioning power dynamics, and it intends to explain oppression in order to move society toward human emancipation (Meekosha & Shuttleworth, 2009; Hosking, 2008). Critical theory argues that researchers should take knowledge from oppressed groups seriously and consider it equal to knowledge from other, perhaps more dominant or privileged, groups (Adam & Kreps, 2006). Forms of critical theory have developed in other areas, including queer theory, some forms of feminism, and critical race theory (Devlin & Pothier, 2006).

Critical disability theory adopts a version of the social model of disability studies, which posits that disability is a social construct, a “complex interrelationship between impairment, individual response to impairment, and the social environment,” and that people with disabilities experience social disadvantage because their environment fails to meet their needs as people who don’t fit certain social expectations of what it means to be “normal” (Hosking, 208, p. 7). The social model contrasts the medical model and focuses instead on self-identification, seeing disability as a product of the surrounding environment rather than a loss or discrepancy belonging to the individual (Adam & Kreps, 2006). Essentially, if someone is deaf, it would be their environment that creates barriers. With this model, the medical severity of hearing loss is less important, and what matters is that someone identifies as part of the Deaf (with a capital D) community (Möbus, 2010). Rather than identifying as having a medical condition, people who are Deaf identify as part of a
minority community that shares a preferred language (sign language), as well as culture, traditions, and behavior (Möbus, 2010).

Asch (2001) suggests that we think of disability in terms of human variation, and that humans have varying physical and mental attributes and that disability is merely an extension of those attributes. Further, Asch proposes that the problems people with disabilities experience are not a result of their being disabled, they are a result of the failure of social institutions to deal with that wider set of variations in a population. This model of human variation, Asch argues, “removes some of the pejorative ‘specialness’ and ‘exceptionality’” reminding us that humans come in many different physical, mental and emotional forms (Asch, 2001, p. 400). The model, Asch says, gets rid of the “us and them” mentality (Asch, 2001).

To better understand how news websites address human variation, critical disability theory will guide the methodology, as the model places importance on the idea of asking people with disabilities about their own lived experiences and looking to those experiences for guidance. Tools to automatically detect accessibility barriers exist, but they are limited, often needing humans to interpret problems and the severity of those barriers (Crespo, Espada & Burgos, 2016). For example, in the case of text alternatives, an accessibility checker tool might be able to identify that captions or transcripts exist but would be unable to interpret whether the caption or transcript text was understandable or fully useful to the people who needed them (Lewthwaite, 2014). Lewthwaite (2014) recommends a critical approach because it provides much-needed context, allowing research to make strides that are more sustainable and culturally relevant than they would be with automated tools, which evaluate barriers out of context. By exploring experiences, thoughts, and attitudes
through qualitative research, this study can provide better understanding around how accessibility barriers on news sites affect people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing.

**Social Responsibility Theory**

The key premise of social responsibility theory is that with freedom comes obligations and that the press, which has a position of relative privilege under the government, is obligated to perform certain responsibilities and duties for the public (Siebert et al., p. 74). Social responsibility theory was created to supplement libertarian theory, which didn’t provide any direction on the public’s right to information or outline the moral responsibilities of publishers (Siebert et al., p. 73). For historical context, keep in mind that the U.S. Constitution was framed by children of the Enlightenment, who saw government and the press as adversaries and believed that a free press “could serve as a guardian against governmental encroachments on individual liberty” (Siebert et al., 1963, p. 76). They thought that men would seek truth above all else and be able to separate the true from the false. However, in practice, these ideals proved to a bit too optimistic, as individuals were still capable of distortion and deceit (Siebert et al., 1963).

As the Industrial Revolution took hold, technological developments allowed the press to grow into a mammoth, and politics and the press became more institutionalized (Christians, 2009). Americans began criticizing the press, focusing especially on unrestrained power of big newspaper tycoons and a tendency to sensationalize news, which compromised the flow of public information (Siebert et al., 1963; Christians, 2009). By the mid-twentieth century, the conversation had shifted from focusing on the rights of the press to discussing the rights of the public (Christians, 2009). Publishers began tying
responsibility and freedom together, formulating ethical codes and taking more of an interest in serving the public good (Siebert et al., 1963).

During World War II, a commission emerged with the goal of investigating the appropriate functions of the media in twentieth-century democracy (Nerone, 1995). Formed by Time and Life magazine publisher Henry Luce and his Yale classmate Robert Maynard Hutchins, president of the University of Chicago, the group was called the Commission on the Freedom of the Press, also known as the Hutchins Commission (1995). After four years of deliberation, during which the commission interviewed important members of the media, government, and academia, the group delivered its final report in 1947 (1995). The report touched on several responsibilities of the press in a democratic society where the press had a relatively privileged social position: “providing a full and reliable account of daily events; separating fact from comment; providing a forum for the exchange of comment and criticism; and providing a representative picture of the society” (Christians, 2009, p. 121).

The Hutchins Commission listed five requirements for press in contemporary society: first, to provide “a truthful, comprehensive, and intelligent account of the day's events in a context which gives them meaning; second, a forum for the exchange of comment and criticism; third, a means of projecting the opinions and attitudes of the groups in the society to one another; fourth, a method of presenting and clarifying the goals and values of the society; and, fifth, a way of reaching every member of the society by the currents of information, thought, and feeling which the press supplies” (Commission on the Freedom of the Press, 1947, p. 20). The fifth requirement is particularly important with regard to issues of access to news and the public’s ability to obtain information. It obligates
the press to provide “full access to the day’s intelligence” (1947, p. 28). The commission argued that in order to make rational decisions and perform their functions in a democratic society, people in a society need to have access to objective information (1947). As Kovach and Rosenstiel (2014) note, “the primary purpose of journalism is to provide citizens with the information they need to be free and self-governing” (p. 17). They argue that because news — everyday information such as whether it will rain tomorrow or what the president said last night — is how people learn about the world, and that it must be usable and reliable (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2014). If certain groups or members of the public can’t adequately access that news as other groups can, they risk being disenfranchised.

The commission also acknowledged the sheer amount of information society needed in “a modern industrial society” (1947, p. 28). When the Hutchins Commission created this report, its members could not fathom today’s digital media landscape and both the amount and speed of information society experiences in the modern age. Despite this, their arguments are still applicable today, although threats to access look much different. After more than two decades of development of the Internet, much of the web remains inaccessible to people with disabilities despite the creation and strengthening of international web accessibility standards as well as discrimination legislation in many Western countries (Adam & Kreps, 2006). Many major news organizations have failed to provide even some of the most basic accessibility accommodations on their websites, such as meaningful alternative text, or text that web developers add to describe images for people using screen readers (Stewart, 2014). Considering the number of Americans who have a disability — one in five (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012) — the accessibility of online news is an important issue to investigate. Social responsibility theory provides a foundation
to justify this research because it could be argued that if news organizations wish to act socially responsibly, they would need to accommodate for people with disabilities on their websites.

**Web Accessibility**

Studies have explored web accessibility on many different types of websites, analyzing the impact of accessibility barriers on websites in the private sector (Leitner, Strauss, & Stummer, 2016; Gonçalves, Martins, Pereira, Oliveira, & Ferreira, 2013; García & Diaz, 2010), including how web accessibility can be used in marketing strategy related to corporate social responsibility (Peters & Bradbard, 2007). Researchers have also explored the accessibility of websites in higher education (Hackett & Parmanto, 2005; Thompson, Comden, Ferguson, Burgstahler, & Moore, 2013), library websites (Providenti & Zai, 2007; Comeaux & Schmetzke, 2013; Maatta Smith, 2014) and government websites (Yu & Parmanto, 2011; Olalere & Lazar, 2011). Only in the past several years have researchers started to explore accessibility of news websites (Henquinet, 2014; Stewart, 2014; Youngblood & Lysaght, 2015), and there is a gap in research on accessibility barriers that specifically affect d/Dhh individuals, as well as a gap in research that looks at how those barriers in news websites affect how informed users perceive themselves to be.

Shiver and Wolfe (2015) studied d/Deaf individuals and access to multimedia content and found that access to online news was a common source of concern for participants, although the study did not explore the range of barriers participants encountered or the degree to which those barriers affected them.

Researchers also have yet to use social responsibility theory specifically as an argument for more accessible news websites. Studies have, however, explored accessibility
in the context of the ethical and moral implications of web accessibility. Peters and Bradbard (2010), argue that companies might place a focus on web accessibility to avoid being labeled “irresponsible” by customers. Peters and Bradbard analyzed the ethical implications of web accessibility, using a questionnaire to gather the opinions of web designers, and found that the majority viewed accessibility through the lens of contractarianism, a view of ethics that assumes people are all entitled to the same basic rights. Essentially, they believed that accessibility was worth working toward because all prospective users deserved access to content (Peters and Bradbard, 2010).

Being d/Deaf or hard of hearing does not stop people from wanting or needing to use the Internet. In a national survey of people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing, 74.5 percent of participants reported frequent use of the Internet, with regular use of smartphones (71.6 percent) and personal computers (70.9 percent) (Maiorana-Basas & Pagliaro, 2014). But people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing can encounter a range of barriers online, most often due to the inability to perceive acoustics. Pascual et al. (2015) noted that when it comes to web accessibility, developers, and content authors tend to focus on the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 statement that web content should be perceivable — that it isn't invisible to their senses (W3C, 2008) — but they can forget that content should also be understandable, operable and robust (Pascual et al., 2015). Without all four of these principles, content will not be accessible, according to WCAG 2.0 (W3C, 2008).

WCAG 2.0 guidelines already outline types and characteristics of web content that could act as a barrier for someone who is d/Deaf or hard of hearing, with “success criteria” to advise web developers on how to avoid or fix issues. For example, guideline 1.2 states
that web developers should “provide alternatives for time-based media” (“Time-based media,” 2017) with one of the success criteria for meeting this guideline being to provide captions for time-based, pre-recorded media. Success Criterion 1.2.2 states that captions should be “provided for all prerecorded audio content in synchronized media” (“Captions (Prerecorded),” 2017). In short, pre-recorded videos with synchronized audio should have captions or, if there is no audio, should include “a note saying ‘no sound is used in this clip’” (“Captions (Prerecorded),” 2017). The desire for text alternatives was also recorded in the national survey of people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing, with 41.4 percent of survey participants saying that they wanted websites to have captions or captioning options (Maiorana-Basas & Pagliaro, 2014). Maiorana-Basas and Pagliaro (2014) suggested that such a large desire for captions could indicate that current caption offerings are insufficient, keeping people who are deaf or hard of hearing from fully participating or engaging with online audio or video content.

WCAG 2.0 also provides information about what makes captions successful. One way to fail Success Criterion 1.2.2 is for caption text not to be equivalent. WCAG states, “if the ‘caption’ does not include all of the dialogue (either verbatim or in essence) as well as all important sounds then the ‘captions’ are not real captions” (“Time-based Media,” 2017). To be equivalent, captions should be “(1) synchronized and appear at approximately the same time as the audio is delivered, (2) equivalent and equal in content to that of the audio, including speaker identification and sound effects; and (3) accessible and readily available to those who need or want them” (“Quality Captioning,” 2017). Additionally, there are five elements of quality captioning, according to The Described and Captioned
Media Program: errorless, consistent, clear, readable and equal. An example of this could be an audio recording of a press conference:

A Web page includes a link to an audio recording of a press conference that identifies the audio recording. The page also links to a text transcript of the press conference. The transcript includes a verbatim record of everything the speakers say. It identifies who is speaking as well as noting other significant sounds that are part of the recording, such as applause, laughter, questions from the audience, and so on (W3C, 2016, n.p.). If the transcript was paraphrased rather than verbatim, or if it didn’t include significant sounds in the recording such as laughter, the user would be able to perceive text, but they wouldn’t be in a position to gain a full understanding of the content, as someone who was able to perceive the audio could.

WCAG 2.0 Success Criterion 1.4.7 addresses background noise, stating that pre-recorded audio-only content that contains primarily speech in the foreground should have low or no background noise “to ensure that any non-speech sounds are low enough that a user who is hard of hearing can separate the speech from background sounds or other noise foreground speech content” (“Low or No Background Audio,” 2017). Related to this, WCAG 2.0 also addresses auto-playing content with guideline 1.4.2, which discourages sounds that start automatically and instead allowing users to control the start and stop of audio content once they land on a page. (“Audio Control,” 2017). When auto-playing content overlaps with other audio that’s playing, this has the potential to affect people who are hard of hearing.

Effective solutions to address the inability to perceive acoustics include providing text alternatives such as captions and transcripts for multimedia, or for video to be
accompanied by sign language captions (Pascual et al., 2015). Another option is using automatic speech recognition (ASR) to generate captions automatically, which is a potentially lower-cost but much less reliable method for text generation (Shiver & Wolfe, 2015; Ellcessor, 2012). Shiver and Wolfe (2015) interviewed and observed 20 participants who were d/Deaf or hard of hearing to identify issues that caused the most frustration as well as priorities for deaf accessibility improvement. The researchers found that captions generated by ASR were no more effective in helping participants understand content than if there were no captions at all.

Thanks to WCAG 2.0, information on what barriers to avoid and how to fix or address barriers is freely available to web developers and content creators, however, web accessibility practices aren’t widely apparent in the news industry. Several studies have found that news websites, both local and national, have failed to make website content consistently accessible to people with disabilities, including auditory disabilities (Stewart, 2014; Youngblood & Lysaght, 2015; Henquinet, 2014). Youngblood and Lysaght (2015) examined 131 local television news websites and found that only 60 percent of stations with videos on their websites included captions, and for those that did, there were issues with inconsistency, as many sites that did have captions for videos did not have them for all videos. Major news organizations have also been shown to have inaccessible web content (Henquinet, 2014; Stewart, 2014). A study by Henquinet (2014) found a number of barriers on news websites affecting access for people who have visual disabilities, including confusing and complex layouts, clutter and improperly labeled elements such as buttons and photos. Stewart (2014) analyzed five major U.S. news websites: CNN.com, FOXNews.com, NBCNews.com, NYTimes.com and USAToday.com, using WCAG 2.0
as the criteria for analysis. Stewart found that as of March 2014, all five sites failed to meet basic web accessibility accommodations, including providing text alternatives such as transcripts and captions. It’s unlikely these failures are due to technology not being advanced enough, Stewart explained: Assistive technology has advanced to the point where the journalism industry’s implementation has become the barrier to consumption. For example, Apple’s iOS devices have a built-in screen reader and AssistiveTouch for those who rely on motor accommodations. Despite other disciplines embracing accessibility for years, little to no discourse in the news industry exists (2014, p. 56).

When web designers focus on reducing and removing barriers for people with disabilities, they very often end up creating products that are more user-friendly for everyone (W3C, 2008). Other audiences stand to benefit from news organizations addressing web accessibility barriers, including older users — because vision, hearing and cognitive disabilities tend to decline as people age — as well as users with low-bandwidth connections and non-native speakers (Thatcher, 2006). For people with low-bandwidth connections, text alternatives for multimedia can allow users to access and understand content even if multimedia files won’t load (Thatcher, 2006). Captioning technology now allows for interactive video transcripts, which let users click anywhere within transcript text and be taken to that point in the video where text is being spoken (Zdenek, 2011). It’s also possible on some sites for users to listen to a video in one language but pull up captions for the video in another language (Zdenek, 2011), which could aid with language learning for non-native speakers.

Another example of accessibility accommodations benefiting other uses can be seen on Facebook. Facebook videos play automatically without sound when users scroll
over them, and media publishers have reported that up to 85% of Facebook videos are watched with no sound. (Facebook, 2013; Patel, 2016). Because of this, marketers have adjusted their video strategy to make content consumable even without sound by adding text overlays or captions (Shields, 2015). Not only can the addition of text or captions benefit people with hearing loss who rely on text alternatives, it can also benefit anyone who can’t or does not wish to turn on sound.

More robust captioning technology is also contributing to richer online experiences for all users (Zdenek, 2011). Search engine optimization improves when audio and video content have text alternatives. Search engines rely on metadata to retrieve information about images, videos and audio files (Ellcessor, 2012). If videos have captions or transcripts, that text can act as metadata, making multimedia content more findable to all users on the web (Ellcessor, 2012).

**Research Questions**

Based on these theories and prior research, this study asks the following research questions:

- What barriers to online news consumption do people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing encounter?
- To what degree do people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing believe accessibility barriers on news sites affect their ability to be informed citizens?
Chapter 3: Methodology

Because of the gap in research on accessibility barriers in news websites and how they affect d/Dhh individuals, this qualitative study explored the accessibility barriers on news websites encountered by people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing and how they perceive the impact of those barriers. First, observation of participants using personal computers or devices to access news online was conducted with nine adults in mid-Missouri who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing. Next, face-to-face semi-structured interviews were conducted. Observation was used to give the researcher a better understanding of the specific barriers participants encounter and to see firsthand how they react when they encounter barriers on news websites. Witnessing these interactions provided more specific and reliable data than simply asking participants to recall what they do or how they feel when they encounter a barrier in their daily lives. The semi-structured interviews that followed allowed the researcher to collect detailed information about participants’ experiences in a more conversational manner (Harrell et al., 2009). The flexibility of semi-structured interviews allows the researcher to understand the meaning of “information, opinions and interests in each respondent’s life” rather than merely collecting data, which can lead to the generalization of human behavior, according to Brennan (2013).

Other studies have successfully used semi-structured interviews and observation with d/Dhh individuals to examine the effects of electronic communication barriers, usability, and web accessibility concerns, including Rutgersson and Arvola (2007), who used semi-structured interviews to study user interfaces for people with deaf blindness; Henderson, Grinter and Starner (2005), who used semi-structured interviews to explore d/Deaf teenagers’ use of electronic communication; and Pascual et al. (2015), who
observed participants with hearing impairments to study the impact of web accessibility barriers on mood.

**Sampling**

Inclusion criteria were that participants be at least 18 years old, have a diagnosis of or identify as d/Deaf or having any degree of hearing loss and access news online regularly. To recruit participants, organizations that work with people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing were contacted, including the Mid-Missouri School for the Deaf, the Missouri Association for the Deaf, the Missouri Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, the Leadership through Education & Advocacy for the Deaf (L.E.A.D.) Institute, the University of Missouri Disability Center and the University of Missouri Adaptive Computing Technology (ACT) center. Although some organizations were responsive, these communications did not result in the recruitment of any participants. Another recruitment tactic used was an ad placement in a weekly university email newsletter asking for participants, and the posting received 10 responses from interested participants. Nine participants were included in the study, as one participant, during the interview, revealed he did not get any news online and avoided the Internet. No sign language interpreters were requested, but accommodations were available if participants desired them.

Participants ranged in age, sex and degree of hearing loss. Seven participants were middle-aged or older adults who ranged in age from mid-40s to mid-60s, and two participants were in their early 20s. Degree of hearing loss for participants range from mild to profoundly deaf, though the majority of participants described themselves as having mild to moderate hearing loss. Only one participant was profoundly deaf, and she had a cochlear implant. There wasn’t much variation in degree of education: most participants
were college-educated or taking college courses. Additionally, all participants were white. Geographic limitations of this study meant that participants were all from mid-Missouri. Table 1 includes a list and description of participants.

**Data Collection**

During observation and interview sessions, participants were asked to visit three different websites: two chosen at random from a predefined list using a random choice generator tool and one website of the participant’s choice. The predefined websites included one legacy media website — either cbsnews.com, abcnews.com or nbcnews.com — and one new media website — buzzfeed.com/news, huffingtonpost.com or thehill.com.

Participants completed a set of tasks on each website based on tasks used by Aizpurua, Arrue and Vigo (2015) to study web accessibility and user expectations. For each website, participants were asked to (1) freely navigate on the website to become familiar with it (2) find a piece of news to consume that includes a video component, and (3) read, watch or engage with the piece of news. The tasks were intentionally vague, according to Aizpurua et al. (2015) to trigger “real world situations where users have an informational goal in mind but explicit directions to accomplish are absent” (p. 155). Participants were told to take as much or as little time as they needed to perform each task. The researcher observed how participants found and navigated to content, how they consumed video content and any adjustments they made while the video was playing, such as having to stop or reload the video. Additionally, the researcher paid attention to any comments participants made about the websites. The observation portion was also a chance for participants to get in the mindset of looking at news online to prepare them for the interview.
When the observation portion was finished, participants were asked a series of questions during a semi-structured interview. Although the researcher had a list of predetermined questions to guide the interview, the order and number of questions asked in each interview varied depending on the participant’s responses.

Questions from the researcher’s interview guide included:

- Do you get news online? Which news websites do you use and why?
- Do you prefer to get news in a specific medium: text, video or audio?
- What news websites do you visit that do an especially good job of providing news content you can access?
- What are some of the biggest frustrations you face in accessing news on the Internet? What contributes to those frustrations?
- Are there news websites you avoid because they’re not accessible enough? What can those websites do better to make you use them?
- Do you feel that you have adequate access to local news? What about national news or international news?
- Is there anything we didn’t cover that you want to talk about?

Interviews with participants included discussion about the nature of each participant’s hearing loss, allowing them to share whatever details about their hearing loss they wished, as well as talking about certain adjustments they make or accommodations they use. Questions about hearing loss were intentionally broad and open and avoided referring to hearing loss as a medical condition, which Möbus (2010) indicated might not be how someone who is d/Deaf or hard of hearing wants to identify.

Participants were given the option to meet in the location of their choice or in the researcher’s office in an effort to make participants feel more comfortable and at ease and maintain the use of natural settings, a common characteristic of qualitative research (Creswell, 2013). Most sessions took place in the researcher’s office, but a few took place in other locations, including one participant’s home, one participant’s office, and one library study room. All observation took place when participants were using a desktop
computer or personal laptop computer to visit websites. Following techniques used by Louise Roberts and Fels (2006), both interviews and observation were video recorded, with a recorder aimed at the computer screen. Audio was also recorded to better capture dialogue and as a backup in case the video recorder failed. Additionally, the researcher took notes during and after the interviews and observation.

Analysis

Interviews were transcribed, coded and analyzed according to Glaser and Strauss’s (1967) constant comparative method of qualitative research, which is an iterative process of reducing data by using comparison at each stage of the process. This method was chosen for this research because it allows for flexibility and “requires only saturation of data — not consideration of all available data” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), which is appropriate because people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing will likely have varying needs, experiences, and frustrations and web accessibility is not one-size-fits-all.

The constant comparative method involves four stages: “(l) comparing incidents applicable to each category, (2) integrating categories and their properties, (3) delimited the theory, and (4) writing the theory” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 105). The process begins with the researcher coding data into as many categories of analysis as he or she can. To categorize incidents, the researcher compares them to previous incidents to group them with other similar incidents. Throughout this process, the researcher records “memos” to encourage logical thinking. The researcher starts to compare and combine categories, and the theory and categories become much more established, or delimited. At this point, clear themes will have emerged from the coded data and memos, and the researcher will be able to fully establish a theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). For this study, once recordings were
transcribed, emerging themes were collected in a document as they were identified in transcripts during the first read-through. Transcripts were re-read, and interactions or quotes that related to those themes were pasted into the document under that theme’s heading. This process was repeated until all significant notes, interactions or quotes were categorized. Finally, information listed under each theme was organized and analyzed.

Validity and Reliability

To ensure internal validity and reliability, rich, thick description was used, with detail about the setting and participants, striving to create a shared experience (Creswell, 2014); particular attention was paid to defining potential biases, including that the researcher does not identify as part of the d/Deaf community; transcripts were checked against video or audio recordings to eliminate any mistakes in transcripts; and each step was carefully documented to make the work repeatable.

This is an exploratory study and should not be treated as a complete guide to barriers in news websites for people with auditory disabilities. However, the information gathered from participants about their own experiences will act as a starting point to establish important themes and allow the news industry think more critically about how to accommodate people with varying abilities, including people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing, on the web.
Chapter 4: Findings

During this study, participants encountered and discussed barriers that ranged from mild frustrations to catalysts for leaving websites altogether. Common barriers identified related to the existence and quality of text alternatives (such as captions or transcripts), issues with the audio itself (such as inconsistent volume or background noise), and issues with finding and using accessibility accommodations on news websites. Participants talked about how barriers affected them and why they were obstructive to news gathering. Most participants said they considered themselves informed despite the existence of these barriers, but they did say that encountering barriers can influence the sites and the content they choose to engage with and could cause them to leave a website. This would result in participants either searching for the same information elsewhere or giving up if they weren’t motivated to spend time seeking out the information. The discrepancy between what participants said and how they behaved suggests that, even if they don’t realize it, barriers could affect the ability for d/Dhh users to be informed by making news gathering difficult, time-consuming or frustrating.

Participants’ experiences with hearing loss varied widely, and this seemed to influence the types of barriers that affected respondents as well as the degree to which barriers affected respondents. Some of the participants had hearing loss due to aging. Others were born with hearing loss or began experiencing hearing loss when they were very young. A few participants have hearing loss as a result of medical conditions. They described their hearing loss in different percentages (“I have 80 to 90 percent reception on my right maybe 30 percent on my left.”) in terms of sounds they could or couldn’t hear (“I
can’t hear alarms and things like that.”) and in adjustments they make to hear better (“If I’m walking with someone, they’re always on my left-hand side because that’s the one that hears speech better.”). It became clear that people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing are not a homogeneous group of users, and what is a barrier for one person with hearing loss might not affect someone else with hearing loss in the same way.

The first research question in this study sought to identify the barriers people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing encounter on news websites. Barriers identified included: lack of text alternatives; insufficient captions; users not knowing how to access and use captions online; news content with video not labeled; video or audio content that plays automatically; background noise in the video; and issues with volume, such as inconsistent volume between ads and video content. A list of the identified barriers and the number of participants who encountered those barriers can be found in Table 2. However, while not the most frequently encountered barrier a lack of captions seemed to be the most frustrating barrier encountered in the study, as three participants said they would not stay on a website if it didn’t have captions.

**Lack of text alternatives.**

Seven out of nine participants either tried to look for or use captions while on news websites, or they mentioned that they use captions. The lack of text options was a source of frustration for most respondents – both in general and when they encountered this barrier during observations. Only one website used for this study – ABCnews.com – appeared to have caption text available consistently for videos (although, as discussed later, the quality of the captions comes into question). Two other websites –
CBSnews.com and NBCnews.com—included the option to turn captions on in their video players, but videos did not always have captions.

For three participants, a lack of alternative text such as captions was a factor in determining whether to stay on a site. One participant reported feeling annoyed when videos don’t have closed captions. Another, while trying to watch a video on NBCNews.com, said, “There’s no captioning on this site. So am I done with it? I wouldn’t stay on it.” Next, the participant went to ESPN.com, tried to turn captions on for a video, found there weren’t any captions and, as a result, left that website, too. Participant 9 talked about her friend, who is deaf, who will sometimes try to contact news organizations and ask them to caption videos without them. “It’s not like they refuse, but sometimes it can be ignored,” she said.

When considering text alternatives on websites most respondents focused on the availability of captions, but one mentioned a lack of transcripts for video content. The participant said video content was harder to consume without a transcript available because transcripts help him understand the content better, especially for interviews when the respondent wants to focus on the facial expressions and body language of the interview subject. After watching a video interview with politician Marco Rubio, he discussed the difficulty of reading captions and, at the same time, watching what’s happening on screen. “I want to see Rubio’s eyes,” he said. “I want to see his lips. I want to see what his eyebrows do when he’s asked a question and when he responds. I want to see the body language too. I can’t do body language analysis and reading at the same time.”

No video ads encountered by participants during this study had captions available, and although some participants noted that they felt video advertisements were an
annoyance, others felt they were missing out on content they wanted. Participant 5 said, “Mostly I don’t want to wait 15 seconds to find out if the video is going to be captioned.” Participant 9 expressed frustration that ads are seldom captioned because she sometimes wants to watch an ad, especially popular ads. “Like the Super Bowl, everyone watches the commercials,” she said. “And it’s like, everyone’s laughing at the joke, well I don’t get the joke because I didn’t understand it.”

Respondents cited a wide range of reasons for wanting text alternatives, and although some were shared by all participants – such as a preference for text – other reasons were based on the specific situation and hearing loss of the individual – such as difficulty hearing certain sounds or tones. Exploring the specific reasons participants wish for text alternatives helps provide more context and meaning around why this barrier can be so frustrating to users who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing.

**Difficulty hearing certain sounds or tones.** Most participants described the different tones or sounds they couldn’t hear. Some had trouble with deeper men’s voices or bass sounds, while others had trouble hearing higher-pitched sounds. This underscores the idea that people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing are not a homogeneous group of users, and that a deep understanding of the different ways people with hearing loss experience news websites is required.

Participant 4 watched a video of a press conference about Hurricane Matthew on NBC.com and noted that “the lead-in was kind of lower, especially the first one because I think it’s … it was that male voice, the bass.” The video was particularly interesting because a sign-language interpreter was present at the press conference and translating next
to the speaker on stage. However, Participant 4 doesn’t know sign language, so he couldn’t use that particular accommodation to better understand what was being said.

**Preference for text.** When asked how they preferred to consume news, all nine participants expressed a preference for reading text online rather than watching video or consuming multimedia, and they indicated that if text was available, either in the form of an article or text alternatives such as captions and transcripts, that would be their priority. Some participants said they skip video entirely, preferring to read news online rather than watch it. Other respondents said they depend on articles to help add context or allow them to understand a video, especially if there are no captions. Participant 9, said they like to read an article first before watching an accompanying video. “I read that first and then I see the video happening,” Participant 9 said. “Because I still want to watch the video. But I want to get the background first so I can understand it completely.” Another participant said she feels more confident when she reads because she’s “just better at reading than I am at hearing.”

**Not knowing how captions work.**

Participants expressed a clear desire for captions, but knowing how to turn on captions became a barrier for some. Two participants indicated that they weren’t aware of how to use captions for online videos or were unfamiliar with how captions are created or where to look to know whether captions are available, which could act as a barrier to consuming news.

Participant 7 said:

I’m obviously very ignorant about if there are captions available, whether you would even start with your Internet provider or is it site by site, that kind of thing.
I don’t even know where I would start that. For television, it’s an option in the menu for everything, and if they have them they’re gonna show up, but online I don’t know if I’m supposed to ask [my Internet provider] or if I should look for it site by site. I mean just awareness of where it’s ever gonna be that I should look for it.

Some participants tried right away to see if captions were available when they encountered a video. Others completely ignored the caption option, and it was unclear whether they were familiar with how to use them or just didn’t feel the need to use them. During interviews with participants, some wished their videos had been captioned, but when they were watching the videos, they didn’t try to turn captions on. This could be an indication that some of the participants were unfamiliar with how to turn captions on.

**Insufficient captions.**

Another barrier participants noted or experienced was insufficient captions. These were situations where captions are available, but they were formatted or presented in a way that create barriers to consuming the content, such as not being synchronized with audio, text not matching the audio, and text being hard to read. As Participant 5 explained, “All captions are not created equal. There are some that just make it even more confusing because they’re so bad.”

**Text not synchronized with audio.** Delayed captions or captions that are too fast-paced can make consuming content more difficult. When caption text wasn’t synchronized with the timing of the audio, one participant noted that “you’re going to lose a lot of what you’re trying to hear.” When participants encountered this barrier, they had to spend time adjusting the video player to try and get captions to synch up with the audio. When on HuffingtonPost.com, Participant 9 encountered delayed captions and tried to pause the
video to see if it fixed the delay. That reminded her of the work she has to do when trying to watch sports and keep up with the fast pace of the announcers:

The captions are super-fast. I mean they’re talking fast, which I understand, but then it’ll be super-fast, and then it’ll pause because it’s trying to catch up, and then it’ll go and be super-fast and it’ll pause, and then you’re waiting. That kind of thing. And then it’ll be, like, way too fast, so you can never read it, and then it’s gone.

Incorrect text. Another barrier identified is incorrect caption text. Whether or not they are synchronized with the video, when caption text misspells words or the text doesn’t relate to the topic of the story, it creates a barrier for the user. Participant 6 gets “annoyed whenever the words are wrong...like if I see a word like ‘pickle’ and they’re [not talking about pickles] I’m gonna be like ‘no,’” she said. The problem is magnified when users with hearing loss are with a group of other people, such as a classroom setting, watching a video that has captions. The group’s reaction to the incorrect captions creates additional distraction for people who rely on the captions to understand what’s going on in the video. One participant identified the classroom as a particularly challenging location for others reacting to incorrect captions:

Ah on YouTube. Oh my gosh. Especially like showing it in class, like it’s a huge pet peeve because everybody is laughing at it. My interpreter, if it’s like really bad, they’ll have to interpret it for me instead. And then I will pay attention more to the interpreter than to the video. And then I’ll hear people laughing, and they’re laughing at the captioning, and so it’s annoying. I mean it is funny, how could they get this word from that.
**Hard-to-read text.** Hard-to-read caption text can create another barrier for users with hearing loss. When text isn’t formatted correctly or is too small, participants have to make extra adjustments, like watching the video in full-screen mode or watching a video several times. If text is especially hard to read, a user with hearing loss might not be able to consume the content at all. Participant 2 did not attempt to turn on captions while watching the videos, but upon checking the videos Participant 2 watched to see if they were captioned, barriers were apparent. One video he watched on ABCNews.com had captions in small type with a yellow drop-shadow effect, which could make the text difficult to read (Figure 1). A second video Participant 2 watched on STLtoday.com also had captions (although, again, he did not attempt to turn them on while watching the video), but the caption text ran off the screen, so half the caption text was cut off and unreadable (Figure 2). Although users didn’t experience these issues during observation, they are important to note as potential barriers.

**News content with video not labeled.**

The tasks participants were asked to complete involved finding news content online that specifically had a video or multimedia component, but identifying that content was something most participants commented about, with many participants asking variations of, “How do I know if an article has video?” Although it was an instruction as part of the study to find content with video, if a user who is d/Deaf or hard of hearing wanted to, for example, avoid video content in favor of text articles, which is a possibility because of the participants’ preference to read, that would be more difficult on news websites that didn’t indicate which articles had video or were video-only. One website that did note when news
content had video was CNN.com, which uses a play button icon next to headlines to indicate that a story includes a video.

**Video or audio content that plays automatically.**

During observation, most participants encountered video content that played automatically, which created unprompted background noise that disrupted users, causing them to have to search for the source of the auto-playing audio to turn it off. This automatically playing content came in two forms: video that played automatically when participants navigated to a web page on a news site, or more commonly, video that played automatically immediately following a video the participant had chosen to watch and finished watching. Most often the content that played automatically was an advertisement.

In one instance, Participant 8 had finished watching a video and opened another browser window to visit a different site. After he had started looking for content on the new site, a video started auto-playing in the previous browser window he’d been using. He had to stop what he was doing on the new site to determine where the other sounds were coming from and close the browser window. Several other participants encountered the same issue, having to pause content they were watching when new content started to autoplay in a separate browser window they had left open.

Participant 9, who encountered auto-playing ads, had trouble locating where the video was coming from to turn it off because the ad had popped up in the bottom right corner of the screen. She said sometimes when she has a video playing, “there’s another sound overlapping, so I can’t hear it what it is with that video.” She noted that having a cochlear implant means she hears sounds differently than others, and audio sounds more computerized, so overlapping audio makes distinguishing sounds difficult.
**Background noise.**

Participants mentioned loud or distracting background noise within a video or audio clip as another potential barrier to getting news content. Background noise such as music that is too loud can make it harder for people with hearing loss to distinguish the main audio. “It’s usually the dum-diddy-dum-dum-dum stuff and then they’re talking over that,” one participant said. “I know you can separate tracks. They need to scale that track way back and maybe pull the volume on the other one.” Three other participants noted that during a video interview when the camera was not focused on the speaker or b-roll footage was being shown while someone was talking, it was harder to make out what someone was saying when there was too much background noise and they weren’t able to read lips or watch body language for context clues.

**Volume.**

Volume was a major theme, but it’s unclear how much of a barrier it can be and in what ways. Most of the time, it seemed that volume was more of a slight inconvenience rather than a barrier for participants, many of whom said they were used to fiddling with volume to be able to hear. After the observation portion, Participant 6 noted, “you saw my volume is literally all the way up.” The same participant also described adjusting the volume as if it were one more step in between her and getting news: “By the time I load and I watch an ad and I figure out the volume, and then I’m like ‘Oh great, this person has an accent and I can’t even understand them.’” Perhaps having to adjust the volume is a minor nuisance, but her comment suggests that it can seem like another item on the list of potential barriers users who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing have to worry about or adjust to be able to adequately hear or consume a video. There was one instance of a participant
having to turn down the volume in between an advertisement and a video news story, which indicates that inconsistency in volume between ads and content could be a barrier people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing, requiring them to adjust volume frequently or have to re-watch portions of video content they miss due to low volume.

Overall, barriers encountered or discussed in this study fell into three main categories: 1) issues with text alternatives 2) issues with the content’s audio and 3) awareness of the most accessible way to consume content. Issues with text alternatives included lack of text alternatives, which seemed to be the most common barrier encountered during the study as well as the most obstructive barrier for people with more severe hearing loss. Another barrier in this category, insufficient captions, seemed to be just as obstructive as lack of captions in some cases, because if caption text is incorrect or unreadable, it can render the captions useless.

Issues with audio seemed to be more obstructive for people with more severe hearing loss. These barriers included auto-playing audio and video content, which was encountered by almost every participant in this study. Background noise, another audio issue participants encountered, seemed to be exacerbated by a lack of alternative text or insufficient alternative text. Issues with volume required participants to spend extra time and effort making adjustments to be able to consume content with audio. Finally, a lack of knowledge about how captions work coupled with poorly labeled news content left some participants unsure of how to find the content they needed in the way they could most easily consume it.

The second research question asked to what degree people with auditory disabilities believe accessibility barriers on news sites affect their ability to be informed citizens. This
is a more difficult question to answer based on the data collected. When talking about accessing news, most participants said they felt informed. None of the participants said they felt uninformed about local or national news as a result of their hearing loss or the barriers they encountered. In fact, many of the participants expressed that they don’t have issues accessing news, possibly because participants interpreted the word “access” to mean knowing how to locate and where to get information they want. Participants who said they didn’t feel informed didn’t attribute that feeling to their hearing loss. They instead cited laziness or intentionally avoiding news because it made them anxious or sad. This study occurred during a presidential election cycle, so many participants expressed that they felt overwhelmed or exhausted by political news. “Yeah, I didn’t watch the vice-presidential debate, thank you so much,” Participant 1 said. “I watched a Canadian real estate show instead.”

During the interviews, questions of access would often lead to discussions of how people get their news on a daily basis, and many participants mentioned social media, email news subscriptions and using search engines to find specific news they wanted. As an example, Participant 6 described herself as a Millennial who relies on her smartphone and social media apps Facebook and Snapchat for all of her news. “You can get news so much more easily than you used to be able to,” she said. “I’m so lazy when it’s easier to me. I don’t ever, like, type in Huffington Post on my desktop. It’s always on my phone.”

Although none of the participants directly stated that they felt inaccessible news websites contributed to any feelings of being uninformed, they indicated that it might influence the sites and the content they choose to engage with. Participant 7 said she would make decisions about which sites to go to based on whether their videos were captioned:
“Yeah, I mean as captions become more of an option if they are ever going to be online, I would more than avoid [websites] without it, I would seek out ones that did have them,” she said. She followed up via email after her interview saying that perhaps her hearing loss might subconsciously affect how she consumes news and what type of content she chooses to watch or read. “It just struck me that maybe the reason the videos I chose of the explosion and the plane crash are because it is easier to gather what happened in the visual format than having to listen to only an announcer,” she wrote. “By kind of the same token, I wouldn't usually choose a video of a debate but the title read ‘highlights of the final debate,’ as in listening less and possibly still being able to grasp the main points.” Another respondent described how she would leave one site without captions and try to find the same piece of news on a different site that had captions: “If I really want to see it, I will actually try to look it up online if it’s from another news source or website,” she said.

Despite the fact that participants didn’t directly state that they feel marginalized or treated unfairly, watching them use news websites and hearing them describe their use of news indicated that barriers can lead to feelings of frustration or an awareness that they have to make certain adjustments that people who are not d/Deaf or hard of hearing do not have to make to be able to consume news. In some cases, the barriers participants encountered completely prevented them from consuming news they had chosen to engage with, forcing them to seek the information elsewhere or do without the content they wanted. Respondents also commonly described situations where experiences were unequal, whether it was not being able understand the jokes in Super Bowl commercials that had their friends laughing, having to contact organizations to ask that they caption a video or
having trouble understanding a video being shown in a classroom because captions were incorrect.
Chapter 5: Discussion

This study sought to explore how people with hearing loss use news websites and the potential problems that limit their ability to be informed citizens. Media has a social responsibility to inform, and barriers to access on news websites can hinder the process or prevent consumption entirely. The findings suggest that d/Dhh individuals do encounter barriers when consuming news online, and those barriers can affect the way they gather news and, potentially, their ability to be informed. Although most participants in this study said they felt informed in general, there is evidence that the barriers d/Dhh individuals encounter on news websites do affect their ability to be as informed as someone who does not have hearing loss because they often have to work harder or spend more time to consume content, even if they don’t realize that their experience is unequal to that of someone without hearing loss.

These findings suggest that perhaps feeling informed (or saying you feel informed) is not the same thing as being informed. Participants who said they felt informed also left websites because they didn’t have captions or, after watching a video, remarked on what made the video difficult or frustrating to consume. Participants who said they didn’t feel informed cited laziness or feeling overwhelmed, which suggests that they sometimes avoid news altogether, in which case they wouldn’t encounter barriers as often as people who were motivated to regularly consume news online.

Participants might have felt pressure, especially during a heated election cycle, to appear informed. They could have wanted to downplay the effects that their hearing loss has on their daily lives. Or, as Participant 7 pointed out, they might not be totally aware of exactly when and how being d/Deaf or hard of hearing is affecting their ability to consume
news. This area would benefit from further study, specifically around whether d/Dhh users who get news online are less informed rather than focusing on whether d/Dhh users say they feel informed.

It’s very likely that none of the barriers encountered during this study would be surprising to the web accessibility community. Perhaps one of the most affirming aspects of these findings is how closely many of these barriers correspond to barriers outlined in the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0. This suggests that not only are these barriers common on the web, they’re also addressable and avoidable, as WCAG 2.0 also provides success criteria for how web developers can remove or mitigate these barriers online to make sites more accessible. Web developers and news organizations can arrange for videos to have captions by tasking content creators with adding captions or by paying third-party services to caption videos. They can check to make sure captions are correct and synchronized with audio. They can turn captions on by default. They can label content clearly so users with hearing loss know when an article or piece of content includes audio or video. They can minimize background noise in videos and use sound effects or background music more strategically. They can design their websites and video players so users know that captions are available and are clear on how to turn them on.

It’s clear from these findings that accessibility accommodations on news websites can benefit users who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing, but it’s also important to discuss how accessibility accommodations can benefit news organizations. Henquinet (2014) noted three major reasons news organizations should pay attention to accessibility: readership, equal access and the idea that accessibility and usability help everyone. Although Henquinet’s study focused on people who are blind, many of the points of discussion for
the ideas apply to people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing and to web accessibility in general.

Readership.

News organizations with websites that are accessible to people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing could have a better chance of attracting d/Dhh readers and keeping them engaged. There were several examples of participants either navigating away from sites when they encountered barriers or expressing that they would seek out sites with fewer barrier related to hearing. As Participant 1 said, “You only get one chance with me,” referring to news websites in general. In an environment where news organizations pay such close attention to ratings, numbers and web traffic, any potential chance to attract and retain more regular readers could be seen as an attractive business opportunity.

The potential impact on readership could be vast, as nearly one in five people 12 years or older in the United States having some type of hearing loss (Lin, Niparko & Ferrucci, 2011) and the World Health Organization estimates that five percent of the world’s population has “disabling hearing loss,” a categorization based on decibels (“Deafness and hearing loss,” 2017). That’s a substantial amount of potential readers or viewers to affect, and it creates a potentially strong business case for accessibility of news websites. Inaccessible websites or websites that include major barriers for people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing have the potential to alienate readers and send them to a competitor’s site. The Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C) states that organizations have the potential to see a large return on investment that offset the costs of implementing Web accessibility, such as hiring more web developers or paying outside vendors to caption videos. There is also evidence that people without hearing loss are motivated to use
captions. A 2006 study by Ofcom, the communications regulator in the U.K., found that 80% of people who used closed captions had no hearing loss at all (Ofcom, 2006, p. 11). They cited the main reasons for using captions as not wanting to have the TV too loud or being in a noisy room.

W3C cites financial gains and social responsibility as two factors that can contribute to a business case, and both would be directly relevant to news organizations. Financial gains can come from “increased audience (more users) and increased effectiveness (more use)” that organizations often see when their website is more accessible because it becomes easier for people – including people without disabilities – to find the website, access it, and successfully use it (Arch & Henry, “Financial factors,” 2012). From a social standpoint, accessible websites can expand “opportunities for communication, social interaction, and community participation” (Arch & Henry, “Social factors,” 2012), helping make the case for news organizations that want to act socially responsibly, contributing to a democratic society by making information more accessible to the public.

**Equal experiences.**

When news organizations address or remove accessibility barriers on their websites, they create more equal experiences so that readers, regardless of whether they have a disability, can come away from a piece of content with the information it intended to convey. Participants in this study demonstrated and talked about the types of information they seek out: weather, sports, election coverage, celebrity news, and more. Regardless of whether someone is d/Deaf of hard of hearing, they want to know about what’s happening in their community and in the world. There is nothing about being d/Deaf or hard of hearing
or having a disability that makes someone less deserving of information. However, because, as this study shows, barriers do exist on news websites, d/Dhh individuals can either consciously or subconsciously avoid certain types of news content that are harder to consume or require more effort to consume and the websites that produce that content.

**Improved usability for everyone.**

The W3C notes that accommodations for accessibility often improve usability for all users. People on mobile devices, older people, people with lower literacy, children learning to read and people with temporary disabilities are all examples of groups that can benefit from accessibility accommodations such as alternative text, for example (“Developing a web accessibility business case,” 2012). Participants in this study mentioned several situations where captions were helpful, such as learning a language, being in noisy environments, or forgetting their headphones. Many people — not just d/Dhh individuals — experience these types of situations. If news organizations improve accessibility for people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing, they could also benefit the new parent who doesn’t want to wake his sleeping baby while looking at the news online, the college student who is catching up on news before class but doesn’t want to wake her roommate or the international traveler who is watching the news on the airport TV at the gate. These possibilities only bolster the business case for accessibility because it widens the potential impact of accommodations.

In the current media environment where the Internet has become a primary place to consume news — especially news content in the form of video — organizations could think more carefully about how to provide the same level of access and usability to people with hearing loss as people without hearing loss. The results of this study create an argument
for news organizations to seek out information on how d/Dhh individuals currently use their websites and use that information to reduce barriers to access for d/Dhh individuals. This is in line with critical disability theory, which insists on consulting a group of people about their own experiences to address the oppression of that group. Especially because the effects of barriers can vary depending on the type and severity of hearing loss, it’s important for news organizations to understand the specific needs of this audience to be able to serve them on the web. Related to this, it’s important to keep in mind the finding that users with hearing loss are not a homogenous group of users who experience the same barriers in the same ways. This underscores the importance of critical disability theory and the expectations we have for what it means to be d/Deaf or hard of hearing. If news organizations think about d/Dhh individuals as one homogeneous group, they risk developing “one-size-fits-all” accessibility accommodations that benefit a select group of users."

By addressing accessibility barriers for people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing, news organizations can act more socially responsibly and contribute to a society where all citizens have equal access to news and information that can affect them. Improving accessibility for d/Dhh individuals means news organizations also provide benefits for other audiences such as older adults, non-native speakers, and users in low-bandwidth situations. Looking to users with auditory disabilities for guidance will help researchers identify some of the barriers that exist and make recommendations for how news organizations can address them.

Limitations and Areas for Further Study
This study only focused on the barriers found on news websites, which is only one way people today get news. Many of the participants in this study mentioned other news sources that would make good areas for research, such as television, social media and radio. It would be valuable to explore the barriers people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing encounter while using these other media and how they react to or mitigate those barriers to consume news. This study also focused on national news websites, although many participants mentioned local news websites during interviews. Research on the accessibility of local news websites would be valuable because often local news sites are where people turn to for information that affects their daily lives, such as community events, local elections and weather. Analysis of the user experience for people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing could be another potential area for research. The use of eye-tracking technology or analysis of how users move through a site could provide more information for how d/Dhh individuals might make decisions differently on news websites. The process of developing that user experience could also be a focus of future research.

How do organizations create policy or structure to build and test accessible websites? What organizations successfully design accessible websites, and what factors allow them to do so?

Additionally, this study purposefully sought out people who seek out and consume news online, but other studies could explore the possibility that some people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing might avoid online news because of the barriers that exist and instead choose to get news another way. Future research could explore preferences for consuming news among people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing and whether the prevalence of accessibility barriers is a contributing factor.
Another limitation of this study is the lack of diversity among participants. All of the participants were white, most participants were older adults, most were college-educated or in college, and most had mild to moderate hearing loss. The most successful recruitment tactic used during this study was an ad in a weekly university email newsletter, so many of the participants were associated with the university in some way, either as students, staff or faculty. It’s possible that participants who are college educated might have an easier time avoiding or maneuvering around barriers because of higher literacy levels. For example, someone who is college-educated might not be able to consume a video but could very easily read and understand an accompanying article. Further research could seek to diversify participants or study different groups, focusing more on d/Dhh individuals with lower literacy levels or less education. Future research could also focus specifically on people who are profoundly d/Deaf, people with cochlear implants, or teenagers or young adults with hearing loss.
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### Table 1
Description of Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant #</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Participant 1 is a woman in her mid-60s with moderate hearing loss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Participant 2 is a male in his late 40s who lost some of his hearing in his 30s and has had surgeries in both ears. He has 80 to 90 percent hearing in his right ear and maybe 30% hearing in his left ear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Participant 3 is a women in her early 60s who describes her hearing loss as “moderately severe” and uses hearing aids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Participant 4 is a male who has hearing loss in both ears who has lost his hearing in the past 10 or 15 years and has a middle ear implant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Participant 5 is a 55-year-old woman who has had hearing loss since birth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Participant 6 is a woman in hear early 20s who describes herself as being partially deaf, with 40-45% of her hearing in her right ear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Participant 7 is a woman in her 50s who says she has 30% hearing in her right ear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Participant 8 is a man in his late 50s who is deaf in one ear due to surgery to remove a brain tumor where the auditory nerve was cut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Participant 9 is a woman in her early 20s who is deaf and has a cochlear implant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Frequency of Barrier Occurrences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Participants Who Encountered the Barrier</th>
<th>Barrier Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Video or audio that plays automatically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lack of text alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>News content with video not labeled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Insufficient captions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Background noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Not knowing how captions work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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